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ABSTRACT
Due to the increasing complexity of medical procedures Artificial intelligence is gaining
popularity in healthcare. This paper provides an overview about the use of AI in hospitals as in IPD,
ICU, Data support, Patient management and logistics, etc. After assessing inclusion and exclusion
criteria out of initially indentified 78 articles, a referential and cross-referential analysis of 59 articles
was done for final synthesis; statistical reports are taken from Mckinsey, Accenture and Statistca.
Reports from Niti Ayog on Current scenario of AI in India, initiative of government, future
Objective and Aim were considered. Insights of wearable, sensors, neural technique, accelerometer,
fuzzy logic and other aspect of AI are discussed in detail. Successful working model of AI-PPP in
Indian hospitals like MINE, NIRMAI, DRISHTI are highlighted. Result reveals an exponential
growth of AI in hospital’s ecosystem however identifies the gap in requirement for future researches,
issues in technology acceptance, data security and lack of legal framework.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Healthcare service industry especially hospitals are facing unprecedented pressure in recent
times due to changing demographics of the population, expanding administrative burden, need of
more skilled workforce, rapidly changing pattern of morbidity along with increasing demand and
expectations of the individuals. All these pressure points can be easily dealt with by the introduction
of artificial intelligence in the hospital system. Artificial intelligence along with it forms like
machine learning is being increasingly used in the healthcare industry due to its potential to
transform the management, care, and satisfaction of patient in the hospital set up. Artificial
intelligence not only have the capability of easing out the patient aspect within hospital set up but
also helps in various other domain like administrative process, inventory management, internal
patient department, and intensive care units.
Various studies have been done then and now have repeatedly suggested the precise
performance of artificial intelligence-powered technology in various health care branches whether
diagnostic or administrator.
In 2016 the artificial industry has the largest share of investment when compared to any other
sector in the global economy1. Artificial intelligent aims to mimic human cognitive functions. AI
provides a positive shift in hospital management due to its analytical technique. Artificial
intelligence is used in fields like detection and diagnosis of disease, predicting the treatment and its
outcome and decision-making2.

2. TYPES OF AI USED IN HOSPITALS2.1. Machine learning
This can be explained as the statistical process of assessing data to learn, train and interpret a
specific model with the help of this data, commonest forms of artificial intelligence that is used in
hospitals13. Among healthcare industry, the most common use of machine learning is predictive
technology which is most famous due to its precision14.

2.2. Neural system network
A complex technological technique machine learning which was released in 196015. It has
been used to predict the disease prevalence and pattern within patients. This is done by analyzing
input-output based on patient details like weight and history.

2.3. Deep learning
This is yet another famous form of machine learning which is being rapidly used in different
fields of healthcare. This is specifically being used in recent years for disease diagnostic says through
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radiological aid like cancer lesion16. Technology aided deep learning can find the smallest of
information through data imaging detection which can be skipped by a human eye specially in case
of rare cancers17. This is known as computer-aided detection or CAD.

2.4. Natural language processing
This technology is based on sensing, understanding and analyzing human languages. There
are two basic approaches through which natural language processing helps the healthcare industry
that is semantic and statistical within the hospital ecosystem Natural language processing can be used
in creating, understanding and classifying the tons of clinical data received on daily basis13.

2.5. Robots
An artificial intelligence-powered robot has been in the US since 2000. They have the
capability of assisting surgeons by improving ability for precise, low invasive incisions and better
stitch wound management in surgeries18. They are capable of performing tasks like delivering
supplies, managing inventory and maintenance support in hospitals as mentioned in
Therapeutic or Clinical
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Billing, Resource Management,
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Figure 1: Use of AI in health sector

3. USE OF AI IN HOSPITALS
AI is used for mostly the three usual tasks involved in clinical practices of the hospital that
are the diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy39. Generally, the medical diagnosis cycle in any disease
may include observation and examination, patient data, formulating a diagnosis. If we can compare
the medical diagnostic cycle to the concept of an intelligent agent system, the physician is the
intelligent agent, the patient data is the input and the diagnosis is the output. The practical application
of this systematic approach can be seen in Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS)39. It is helpful
in assessment of individual cases on basis of data59.
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Figure 2: Patient management cycle model in artificial intelligence

Screenshot – I - from an automated chat bot app that uses natural language processing to answer questions by
patients to answer related to their hospital. The chat bot uses natural language processing to classify intents and
respond appropriately. He is also able to recognize from a previous question.
Source: https://docs.nativechat.com/docs/1.0/getting-started/tutorial-book-a-doctor.html
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3.1 Administration support
In recent years there has been an immense increase in the utilization of artificial intelligence
and power technology in the field of health care 3. The delivery system of the healthcare industry
especially hospitals has become complex due to the maximum stretch capability and capacity of
hospitals specifically in developing nations3. Artificial intelligence tools have been used in past and
demonstrate the power to enhance the functioning of hospitals by reducing the administrative burden
through augmented critical data analysis which further aims at reducing the non-clinical overload
over the physician4.
AI techniques can help hospitals in the following methoda. The machine learning algorithm can be used for clinic appointment scheduling as well as
patient privatization this reduces the wastage of time and enhances the efficiency of
services5.
b. Natural language processing, (NLP) works on voice capture and Transcription can be
used to compile the notes for the Electronic medical record (EMR) hence clinicians can
get more time for the patient-related process6.
c. Various healthcare organizations also using AI-powered chat boxes for interactions with
their patient in the field of telemedicine and mental health. This can be done through
NLP based applications that are useful for refilling previously instructed prescriptions13.
However, the use of chat bots is in very invasion stage and in and so the patient has
expressed concern about security concern and poor usability19.
d. Machine learning and AI technology can be used for matching data across various
platforms and sources which is, in turn, helps in payment and claims settlement. This
reduces the burden over the hospital due to the endless long claim settlement process. It
also helps in analyzing the coding process which is the most common cause of incorrect
claim information. It also helps in auditing through the potential use of data mining and
data matching.
e. The integration of big data helps in providing opportunities in simplifying healthcare
information which is beneficial for patients, regulatory bodies and hospitals21.
f. In view of Figure 2., It can be said that artificial intelligence helps in simplifying the
hospital system of working be it front lines like reception or appointment scheduling or
blackened working like supply chains.
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Figure 3: How use of AI is simplifies various day to day aspect of Hospital system of working

3.2 Patient management
a. Artificial intelligence program which has been linked with the servers of hospital or selfcapable of analyzing already recorded data of patient which can intern use for answering the
queries of a patient. This reduces the waiting time over the counters. This also very well
reduces the load over the emergency department 7.
b. Machine learning and AI programs which are synchronized with electronic medical records
from detect patient information through their biometrics and recommend early-stage clinical
guidelines8. This helps in better patient management even in cases of shortage of skilled
manpower.
c. AI programs can be used in administering drugs through fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic is the logic
that is based on several values procured from past experiences8. It is the science of reasoning,
thinking which is further translated into a matter of degree. In fuzzy logic the output can be
depicted as ―IF‖ and the outcome in the form of ―THEN‖ as mentioned in Table 123. For
example, fuzzy logic can be used to administer vasodilator to post-operative patients.
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Table 1: Typical Fuzzy Logic Information
IF
Change in bowel habit
Bleeding
THEN

OR

Rectal

Consult Doctor

3.3 Better IPD bed regulation
Artificial intelligence can be used to manage the flow of patients by predicting the patient
flow within the hospital system. This can be done through various uses of technologies like cloud
integration, chatbots, and web-based software9, 10. This is done through an intelligent patient flow
management system (IFPM).
Better resource management and IPD ward utilization allow the optimal flow of patient and
designated surgery planning which promises higher revenues and patient satisfaction. The integration
of big data helps in providing an opportunity for both patients and the Hospital11. This can be
associated with the use of a potentially enhanced clinical workflow system in hospitals.
BOX: 1
Potential Enhanced Clinical Workflow with Artificial Intelligence (AI) Interventions24
In a traditional system of treating the patients, the decision for treatment protocol is based on multiple factors
like clinical sign and symptoms presentations, histo-pathological reports, radiological reports, blood reports, etc.
The clinical outcome is decided after a long period. In comparison to this, AI‐based interventions have the
potential to augment the clinical workflow to uplift the decision-making power at different stages of care. This
can be further improved with the help of Continuous feedback as well as optimization from various outcomes.

3.4 In ICU settings
AI in critical care units is being used to reduce the burden on the nurses and duty doctors. This is
done by optimizing workload settings. These allow clinicians and nurses to spend more time on
patients rather than doing technical and paperwork. AI allows penetration of human decisions with
the aid of machine learning. This puts forwards a cost-effective and highly efficient machinery
system12. Following are the tools which are being useda. Variables like light sensors, head position reading, facial expression capturing are assessed
with the help of video monitoring, sound sensors, and accelerometer. These technologies are
converting conventional intensive care unit into an ICU information system12 as mentioned in
Figure 3(a) 12. In figure 4(a) we can see how a video screen can be seen for the scrutiny of the
patient status on one hand and the other hand light sensor sound sensor and accelerometers
are linked with physiological signs and symptoms which are in turn trained to work on their
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own. This allows better time as well as resources management where nurses do not have to
keep a visit or check again and again and utilize the same amount of time for other crucial
activities.

Figure 4 (a): ICU information system powered by AI: use of sensor, accelerometer and monitoring through the
video are the key components of the setting. An automated technological supported ICU setting

Figure 4 (b): shows how conventional ICU information are combined with AI pervasive ICU sensing

b. Intelligent ICU used for autonomous patient monitoring using pervasive sensing and machine
learning12 Fig 4(b) shows how conventional ICU information like physiological signals,
electronic health records are combined with AI pervasive ICU sensing like wearable sensors,
light sensors, etc. for better patient management 12.

3.5 Inventory management and supply chain:
The use of technology can increase the efficacy of supply chains significantly. This holds
well, especially for perishable items20, One such example is the utilization of RFID (radio frequency
identification device) 21. AI through RFID can control the circulation of counterfeit drugs that further
influence the pricing decision of materials like drugs and instruments or types of equipment 22.
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The use of AI can be used for analyzing expiry dates through tagging of medicines allowing early
detection of expiry dates, stock management, etc. It also increases the permeability of information
flow between the parties in the supply chain of the hospital like investors, stakeholders,
manufacturers, wholesalers, and suppliers.

3.6 Controlling hospital acquired infectionHospital-acquired infection is one of the commonest complications as well as challenges in
front of the hospital industry. The computerized patient records in hospitals can allow automated
identification to find out the early sign of hospital-acquired infection. This can be done with the help
of fuzzy logic at the ICU settings done in accordance to the European Surveillance System HELICS
this is currently being in operation at the Vienna General Hospital. It is helpful in controlling
infection from catheterization30.

4. MATERIALS AND METHODS USED
A detailed literature review was carried, which includes searching and evaluating the
cyberspace platforms like Research Gate, PubMed and Google Scholar for articles related to the
topic. Articles focusing on the performance of Artificial Intelligence in hospitals since 2000 have
been considered. Global and national articles published presenting the role of AI in public and
private domains were studies for the eligibility and appropriateness of the topic. Multiple aspects of
Total 59 articles have been considered, out of which 37 comprises of implementation model of AI in
hospital (IPD, Administration, Patient flow management system) while the rest of the 09 articles
were on the challenges of AI,4 article reports the future and current scenario of AI. 4 studies deal
with the therapeutic aspect of AI in Cancer, Dermatology, Vascular neurology and strokes. 5 studies
focus on the standardized strategy model of India in AI. Articles have been studied for the deep
understanding of AI in hospitals globally as well in the Indian context.

6. DISCUSSION
The techniques implementation of AI across hospital with current, future out-coming and
actual challenges are overviewed. Analysis reveals successful AI models currently in use as Fussy
logic mentioned by Ramesh A et al.8, Baldwin K.6; smart ICU System by Davoudi A et al.,12, De
Bruin J et al.,30; patient Management by Jiang F et al.,2, Jones S10 et al., H T. IOS Press Ebooks9,
Neill D et al.,58; Resource planning as described by Yousefi M et al.,7,Huang J et al.,5; Supply Chain
found in Daverport T et al.,18, Utermohlen K et al.,19, Hossein P et al.,20, Deniz B et al.,22 and Data
integration by Ribeiro M et al.,25, Gambhir S et al.,3, Yousefi M et al.,7, Ribeiro M et al.,25, Joshi R et
al.,46. Explicit contribution of AI in cancer detection as mentioned in Farookh R et al.,16,Snyder C et
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al .,4 Hosny A et al.,24, Alanna V et al.,17, Esteva A et al.,26 is observed, however acceptance among
doctors, more strict regulations, data privacy, system efficiency are the key determinant of the future
success and huge challenge as supported by various studies of Char D28 et al., Kelly C et al.,29,
Hosny A et al.,24, Coiera E et al.,40, Giuliano et al.,49.
Initiative of Indian healthcare sector came out to be appreciable but require higher degree of
commitment as Indian healthcare system is unstructured and complex.

7. CONCLUSION
Literature analysis revealed despite being a significant key to the appropriate revolution in
healthcare AI still lacks a widespread adoption in hospitals. There are multiple aspects of AI
implementations that need to be addressed. Cost and lack of the structure came forward as the
biggest challenge of AI whereas no stringent law for data privacy and leakage is major concern.
Although there is huge complimenting ability of AI to health workers if implemented with sheer will
but need of further researches cannot be denied specially in Indian healthcare system.
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